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Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) remains the commonest arthritic disease
and increasingly commands attention in our ageing pop-
ulations. Indeed, in recent years, the full impact of
osteoarthritis has become apparent. Various estimates
suggest that more than 40% of 70-year-old people have
the disease, and health care costs may rise to in excess of
$100 billion in the USA. Accordingly, a number of major
new research programs have been established to reappraise
this Cinderella subject including the Osteoarthritis Initiative
in the USA. The question still remains as to whether or not
the underlying pathological processes that govern the
causation and repair mechanisms in the OA joint are
understood.

It took many years for research in OA to move away
from the “wear and tear” concept of OA. Hyaline cartilage
(HC) was deemed to be the important focus in OA, and
much research effort and resource was focused upon it in
the belief that it represented the cause as well as the
manifestation of the disease. However, while much impor-
tant research data have been forthcoming, and concepts of
therapy innovated, HC research has failed to provide the
full answers let alone provide the means to arrest the
progress of disease. Even the therapies that have spun off
from this research have proven little better than placebo in
relieving pain, stiffness, and self-reported function [1]. By
moving the focus from HC alone to consider it in its natural
environment quickly demonstrated that HC was but one

component in a complex series of tissue interactions, and
hence, the concept that OA is a whole organ disorder has
slowly gained popularity. However, even this holistic
approach fails to grasp the real problems we have in
understanding OA. For, indeed, do we really know what
this disease is, or even if it is a single disorder? For
example, the distinction between OA per se and the simple
affects of ageing may be difficult. Older people loose bone
and HC thickness. Minor osteophyte formation at joint
margins may simply reflect instability and a repair
mechanism. Further, as joints become more congruous,
circulation of synovial fluid declines, nutrition may be
further compromised and HC thins [2]. Thus, Kellgren and
Lawrence [3] grade 1 joints may include older, rather than
arthritic joints. Indeed, a correlation has been long reported
in finger joints between joint space narrowing, joint margin
“spurs” and age [4]. What threshold must we pass before an
old joint becomes an OA joint?

OA is not a single disease

It is obvious from clinical observation that OA comprises a
series of semi-discrete subsets (hand, knee, hip, and elbow
for example). These are not easily explained on the
“generalized OA” model that is generally advocated even
if local considerations, such as femoroacetabular impinge-
ment are identified. Further, OA has marked familial
tendencies, and a series of genetic markers are becoming
identified. Even then, the manifestations of OA are by no
means homogeneous ranging from the frankly destructive
but non-generalized erosive hand OA, to slowly progressive
hypertrophic hip or knee disease. We know nothing about
the controllers of these responses. Clues may be found in
the associated crystal expressions within the deranged joints
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such as coexistent calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystal
deposition (CPPD) or the basic calcium phosphates found
in rapidly destructive atrophic OA. Current evidence
suggests that these are epiphenomena rather that cause
and/or effect.

So where does the problem lie?

Traditionally, HC pathology has been seen to be the cause
and effect of OA. Other structures have played a subsidiary
role, bone a stiff supporter, ligaments merely a means of
ensuring a range of healthy movement, and synovial fluid
the nutritional supplier and waste removal means of
keeping HC healthy. However, increasingly attention is
being refocused on these other areas. Preeminent among
them is subchondral bone. Indeed, a recent review article
from four eminent rheumatologists in the OA field has
stated that “there is yet more evidence that OA is not a
cartilage disease” and suggested that it was indeed a bone
disease [5].

So why is OA a bone disease?

The key clinical feature of OA is the Heberden node.
Described in 1803, this hallmark feature is, of course, bony.
Further evidence suggests that osteophyte formation does not
equate with disease progression. For example, of 86 patients
diagnosed as having hip OA on the basis of osteophytosis,
only one patient had progressive joint space narrowing
11 years later [6]. The association between osteophyte
formation and enthesophytosis is also well documented.
From such studies, the concept of “bone forming” individ-
uals has emerged, such that generalized OA and diffuse
idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis are closely related [7]. Could
it be that the way a joint responds to injury or stress is
systemic and not local? That would certainly lend weight to
the genetic underpinning of OA. Further, hypertrophic OA
patients are not osteoporotic whereas atrophic OA patients are
[8]. One could paraphrase Animal Farm “bone formation—
good (hypertrophic OA), no bone formation—bad (atrophic
OA)”. Is the tissue response in a deranged OA joint dictated
by our systemic ability to form and repair bone? Tantalizing
clues come also from the small volume of work on texture
analysis of bone in OA. The assumption that osteophytosis
and sclerosis are parallel phenomena is incorrect. It is likely
that they represent different processes and are inversely
related to each other [9]. In osteophytic bone, density is
maintained and trabecular reorganization occurs. In sclerotic
bone, the converse occurs. Is it too much to suggest the
former is a repair mechanism, and the latter shoring up the
failure?

Further, important clues have come from skeletal
scintigraphy. 99mTechnetium-labeled diphosphonates
proved to be highly sensitive to the presence of OA,
but, more importantly, abnormal scans had a predictive
value. Normal joints on radiograph with abnormal scan
developed radiograph changes at follow-up. Further,
abnormal joints on radiograph but with negative scans
showed no progression. Indeed, it can be argued that
skeletal scintigraphy has offered the only reliable prog-
nostic indicator of subsequent joint failure in OA to date.
Yet, how then can this be when hyaline cartilage is
avascular and not actively calcifying in the adult? While
it may be argued that in major weight-bearing joints bones
are merely responding to abnormal loading transmitted by
diseased cartilage, the same cannot be the case in hand OA
in which the efficacy of the bone scan as a predictor was
well documented [10]. Quite clearly, the bone scan is
demonstrating bony pathology prior to radiographic
change. Bone scans in knee OA also suggested subsets,
one which seems to correlate with osteophyte formation,
the other extending away from the joint surfaces corre-
lated with bone marrow lesions subsequently identified
on knee magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [11]. Two
processes, one perhaps bone forming, non-progressive
OA, the other indicating significant pathology in sub-
chondral bone supportive of the texture changes already
described?

The advent of MRI has revolutionized our understanding
of knee OA. The multiplanar display coupled with the
ability to discriminate the various tissue types transformed
the anatomical appreciation of health and disease. Again, as
in the laboratory, HC received prime attention not only with
evolving methods of quantifying HC volume and thickness
but also in the elaboration of physical characteristic such as
T1ρ, T1, and T2 maps. The use of contrast medium, either
as delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage or, more
recently, employing a pharmacodynamic approach [12],
have enabled in vivo demonstration of abnormal cartilage
but have not yielded the desired “gold standard hallmark”
of disease prediction.

The other major new feature that MRI provided was that
of the bone marrow lesions (BML) thought initially to be
foci of edema. A few publications have demonstrated
clearly that this was not the case and that BMLs are
histologically much more complex with fibrosis, cellular
infiltration, and bony damage including micro fracturing.
Edema was not a significant feature [13, 14]. That is not to
say that bone marrow edema does not occur in other
conditions, such as acute trauma, but in OA the pathology
is different. Initial reports were extremely enthusiastic about
the role of BMLs in knee OA. They suggested that BMLs
were associated with knee pain [15], could be predictive of
progression [16] especially if they enlarged [17] or were
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associated with varus or valgus angulation [16]. Later
reports, however, were less clear-cut even suggesting that
BMLs were not only unassociated with Western Ontario
and McMaster Universities index of OA scores
(WOMAC™) [18, 19] and other measures of patient
symptoms but also fluctuated over a period of time,
resolving and/or worsening with new lesions coming and
going elsewhere in the same joint [20, 21]. Again, these
lesions did not correlate with patient symptoms. As more
groups analyze their data, it seems probable that BMLs
represent some form of episode within subchondral bone—
but what sort?

What are these bone marrow “edema” lesions?

Two recent clues have emerged—firstly, that such
lesions may progress to “cysts” [20, 22] and also that
at follow up progressive BMLs are associated with
damage to overlying hyaline cartilage [23]. To understand
these findings, it is timely to go back to some older
literature. Studies measuring intraosseous pressure in hip
OA and chondromalacia patella showed that not only was
intraosseous pressure greatly increased in symptomatic
patients but also intraosseous phlebography demonstrated
grossly abnormal venous drainage [24, 25]. In other
words, all was not well with intraosseous blood flow.
That may explain the apparent “cavitation” of BML into
“cysts” but how does it correlate with hyaline cartilage
pathology granted that it is alleged to be separated from
the vascularity of underlying bone. But, is this so? The
work of Imhof and others has shown our classical teaching
of the impermeable osteochondral junction is not correct
[26]. By revisiting the histology of this region, the
conclusion is drawn that the terminal vessels in the richly
supplied subchondral zone of normal mature bone directly
contact the deepest hyaline cartilage layer. Further, it is
suggested by these authors that about 50% of the glucose
and oxygen requirements of HC are supplied in this way.
If these authors are right, half of HC nutrition comes from
subchondral bone and a profound local alteration in bone
blood flow could have highly significant effects on
adjacent hyaline cartilage. Indeed, as mentioned above,
the report that pharmacokinetic imaging of hyaline
cartilage in health and OA can be performed within
5 min of intravenous gadolinium chelate injection [12]
can only be possible if the usually taught pathway of
contrast medium from synovium to joint fluid to adsorp-
tion by hyaline cartilage is circumnavigated by direct
perfusion. Equally of importance is the recent demonstra-
tion on dynamic MRI that marked perfusion abnormalities
are present in BML areas of subchondral bone, both in the
experimental animal and in human OA [27].

OA is not a benign disease

Risk factors for the development of OA are well known and
are not benign. Preeminent among these are familial
linkages and obesity, themselves interlinked. Bad genes
are important and while mechanical loading can be argued
to be an obvious etiological factor in hip or knee OA, how
can it be in hand OA [28, 29]? Further, hand OA itself is
associated with cardiovascular disease [30] and an in-
creased risk of diabetes mellitus [31]. Overall, the comor-
bidities of OA are significant. They include a greater than
expected susceptibility to cardio- and cerebrovascular
episodes, hypertension and type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Patients seeing their general practitioners with OA present
a greater number of comorbidities than any other chronic
disease [32]. Further, preoperative hip replacement patients
are equally unhealthy [33] and the postoperative death rate
is disproportionately higher in OA patients [34]. It would
seem that OA is not a benign disease. Thus, several authors
have postulated that OA may be a vascular disease [35].
Largely, this has been posited as an atherosclerotic disorder.
Indeed, recent work has shown fat and platelet aggregations
in hip OA subchondral bone [36]. But the overall picture of
intraosseous vascular pathology, hypertension, atheroscle-
rosis, diabetes mellitus, and obesity suggest strongly a firm
linkage with Syndrome X or the Metabolic Syndrome.
Lipocytes are known to produce an increasingly long series
of adipokines with widespread effects including hyperten-
sion and cortisol conversion quite apart from fat metabo-
lism. Little is documented about systemic adipokines in
OA. However, studies demonstrate that raised levels are
present in the synovial fluid of OA joints and that the joint
cavity has specific regulatory pathways that may be
abnormal [37]. The vascular pathology of Metabolic
Syndrome is beyond the remit of this perspective, but
documented evidence includes a widespread vasculopathy.
One recorded observation is increased arterial vessel wall
thickness. For example, carotid artery wall thickness is
pathologically increased in metabolic syndrome as assessed
on MRI [38]. A pilot study in our group has shown
similarly abnormal wall thickness in the popliteal arteries of
patients with knee OA [39]. It is, thus, tempting to suggest
that the BMLs observed in OA represent vascular lesions
which whilst they may be transient may not only necrose
and cavitate but seriously affect overlying HC nutrition if
they are persistent.

Conclusions

In recent years, our perception of OA has changed
significantly. It is increasingly obvious that it is difficult
to distinguish between changes in joints occasioned by age
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and those of true OA recalling that both are interrelated.
Arguably, it is even difficult to know what OA actually is
or how to diagnose it! The disease, if indeed it is one
disease, is no longer seen as a “wear and tear” disorder or
one in which cartilage failure and wear produce joint
disruption. The roles of DNA expressions, abnormal joint
modeling, underlying subchondral bone changes, liga-
ments, and vascularization are becoming clearer. Granted
the comorbidities it has, OA should be seen also as a
serious health risk to the sufferer.

So how do we move forward? Firstly, radiologically and
clinically, we need to characterize more clearly the obvious
subsets that are known to exist already and to possibly
identify others. To set up studies which include a
heterogeneous mix is inevitably doomed to failure. Sec-
ondly, the distinction between the features of “repair” and
“failure” in the damaged joint are far from clear or even
widely considered to exist. Imaging provides the unique in
vivo ability to look at the processes occurring within the
whole joint organ. Global scoring systems such as the
Kellgren and Lawrence score are no longer good enough
[4]. Even careful assessment of individual signs, such as
osteophytes or joint space narrowing, using more detailed
scoring systems have their limitations as they do not give
credence to the possibility that, for example, an osteophyte
may be a good reparative thing. The lessons learnt from
skeletal scintigraphy have not been further developed. What
was it in bone that caused the activity changes that were so
predictive of outcome? Can texture analysis further elabo-
rate early changes before joint failure? The future for MRI
is exciting and offers great potential. For example, we need
to reexamine Herwig Imhof’s seminal work on the
osteochondral junction for, if he is correct, our ideas about
the health and disease of the osteochondral junction needs a
radical rethink. To start this process radiologically, we need
far more detailed studies of subchondral bone perfusion and
diffusion and to further explore ultrashort echo time
imaging. How soon in the OA process are changes
occurring here? Can we demonstrate subchondral perfusion
and diffusion in vivo with or without the need for contrast
medium? The advent of higher field strength magnets at 7T
makes this a ready possibility. Thirdly, is it reasonable to
include OA in the Metabolic Syndrome for, if so, should it
be treated accordingly? We need to extend existing work in
the aorta and carotid vessels to those more intimately related
to OA joints. Careful clinicoradiological studies should
show us whether or not Metabolic Syndrome is associated
with BMLs or even severe OA, and if so, which subsets?

Finally, whatever the future holds, for now, OA is far
from a benign disease. As we observed 18 years ago in this
journal, most of us are going to get OA, and the sooner the
disease and repair processes are understood, the better [40].
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